IMPORTANT MESSAGE:

The following specifications are for PREPRINTED INSERTS in Emergency Management magazine only. Material specs for all other products can be obtained by contacting the production manager. Please send sample materials and address questions concerning material extensions, inserts, material specifications and shipping to:

PRODUCTION CONTACT:

Attn: Stephan Widmaier
Emergency Management magazine
100 Blue Ravine Road
Folsom, CA, 95630-4703
production@erepublic.com
Phone 916.932.1456
Fax 916.932.1470

SHIPPING ADDRESS:

Please ship PREPRINTED MATERIALS TO:

Attn: Amy Kuhn bldg #1
Fry Communications
800 West Church Rd.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
Phone: 800.334.1429 ext.1259

PACKAGING INFORMATION:

Boxes must be marked on the outside with the following information:

✓ “For Emergency Management Magazine”
✓ Indicate the ISSUE DATE the insert will run in
✓ Note the QUANTITY included in each box

SAMPLES REQUIRED:

Please INDICATE FRONTS AND BACKS on supplied insert samples to both Fry Communications and production manager at Emergency Management magazine.

Send 10 samples of the insert to:

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Attn: Stephan Widmaier
Emergency Management magazine
100 Blue Ravine Road
Folsom, CA, 95630-4703
production@erepublic.com
Phone 916.932.1456
Fax 916.932.1470